The biological processes that characterize the phenotypes of a living system are embodied in the function of molecules and hold the key to evolutionary history, delimiting natural selection and change. These processes and functions provide direct insight into the emergence, development, and organization of cellular life. However, detailed molecular functions make up a network-like hierarchy of relationships that tells little of evolutionary links between structure and function in biology. For example, Gene Ontology terms represent widely-used vocabularies of processes and functions with evolutionary relationships that are implicit but not defined. Here, we uncover patterns of global evolutionary history in ontological terms associated with the sequence of 38 genomes. These patterns unfold the metabolic origins of modern molecular functions and major biological transitions in evolution toward complex life. Phylogenies reveal the primordial appearance of hydrolases and transferases, with ATPase, GTPase, and helicase activities being the most ancient. This indicates that ancient catalysts were crucial for binding and transport, the emergence of nucleic acids and protein biopolymers, and the communication of primordial cells with the environment. Finally, the history of biological processes showed that cellular biopolymer metabolic processes preceded biopolymer biosynthesis and essential processes related to macromolecular formation, directly challenging the existence of an RNA world. Phylogenomic systematization of biological function takes the structure and function paradigm to a completely new level of abstraction, demonstrating a ''metabolic first'' origin of life. The approach uncovers patterns in the morphing of function that are unprecedented and necessary for systematic views in biology.
Introduction
The molecular functions of a living system are embodied in the biochemical activities of protein and RNA molecules that are responsible for the fundamental operations (biological processes) and make up (cellular components) of the cell (Ashburner et al. 2000) . Biological processes include metabolism, cellular and physiological activities, growth, development, and response to internal and external stimuli. Cellular components include membrane-bound organelles, such as the nucleus, the endoplasmic reticulum, and the mitochondria, and complex structures such as the cytoskeleton, the centriole, and the flagellum. Traditional and high-throughput techniques have facilitated the acquisition of functional information in biology (Levitt 2007; Redfern et al. 2008) , and several automated computational approaches have made use of experimental data to annotate genes in genome sequences (recently summarized in Kim et al. 2008) . For example, the Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG) database provides functional annotations for a substantial (;67%) number of gene products in more than 70 genomes (Tatusov et al. 2003) . Functional annotations rely heavily on ontology, the study of entities and how such entities can be grouped and subdivided within hierarchies. Ontology is a branch of philosophy, a discipline derived from metaphysics that seeks a definite and exhaustive classification of entities, asking always the question ''what is'' in every instantiation of reality (Smith 2003) . Ontology has also been used heavily in the field of computer and information science for database management and semantics. The general approach is the generation of a dictionary of terms using a canonical syntax for knowledge representation. In functional genomics, ontologies make up a lexical or taxonomical framework, a ''controlled vocabulary'' that is hierarchically organized. Numerous studies benefit from functional ontological categorizations, including the analysis of differential gene expression, computational prediction of gene function, and broad functional views of the proteome (Rhee et al. 2008) . In contrast, annotations and categorizations have rarely been used to study the evolution of biological systems. In fact, ontology and evolution rarely cross paths in full-fledged form other than in semantic web applications (Berners-Lee et al. 2001) . Consequently, our understanding of how molecular functions have originated and evolved in the history of life on Earth remains insipient.
The Gene Ontology (GO) database integrates and unifies functional annotations of gene products and knowledge of their biological roles (Ashburner et al. 2000; Harris et al. 2004 Harris et al. , 2008 . The database is one of the most reliable and is built around hierarchical structures for massive annotations that are rooted in three basal nodes: ''molecular function'' (mf), ''biological process'' (bp) , and ''cellular component'' (cc) . This hierarchical structure is missing in other widely used databases. For example, the COG database has an elaborated functional classification system, but it does not have the multiple hierarchical levels of the GO hierarchy. Several million gene products are associated with the most specific GO terms (terminal nodes), establishing many-to-many relationships. These terms (nodes) are linked to broader terms in a direct acyclic graph (DAG) that connects a child node to one or more parent nodes (Ashburner et al. 2000) . The resulting hierarchies define DAGs of molecular function (DAG mf ), biological process (DAG bp ), and cellular component (DAG cc ). For example, a typical functional hierarchy of terms of molecular function in DAG mf (from lower to higher levels) may include the following series: individual protein sequenceATPase activity-hydrolase activity-catalytic activity. Here, we distinguish ''association'' from ''annotation.'' The first term denotes links between gene products and the terminal GO terms, whereas the latter indicates links among GO terms at different hierarchical levels. Remarkably, DAG mf is pyramid-like and has hierarchical levels that are indirectly linked to patterns of evolutionary diversification. It is generally accepted that ancient molecules were multifunctional and exhibited broad specificity but weak processivity and that these molecular functions diverged into more specific and efficient counterparts during evolution, leading to the extraordinarily diverse and specific array of functions that exist today (Ycas 1974; Jensen 1976; Kacser and Beeby 1984; James and Tawfik 2003) . Therefore, GO terms at higher hierarchical levels can be generally considered more ancient functional forms than those at lower levels. In other words, the most specific GO terms usually represent molecular functions that are modern.
Data integration is important for functional genomic research. Danchin et al. put forth the thought-provoking concept that a biological entity (e.g., a gene) lives within the context of its neighborhood (e.g., its genome) and that it is within this context where inferences about biological function must be made (Noria and Danchin 2002) . The term neighborhood is defined as biological relationships (e.g., chromosomal proximity, sharing of metabolic pathways, or patterns of codon usage) between genes, gene products, or gene sets (neighbors). This concept establishes a comparative framework for the identification of the function of known genes (Nitschke et al. 1998 ) and of genomic subsets describing genomic history (e.g., paleome and cenome) (Danchin et al. 2007; Danchin and Sekowska 2010) . The exploration of the genomic and evolutionary contexts permits identification of functional links necessary to annotate uncharacterized genes, bringing together heterogeneous information from genomes and proteomes Overbeek et al. 1999; Pellegrini et al. 1999) . For example, the BLASTSETS database integrates neighborhoods in selected genomes, with relationships among neighbors represented by a DAG similar to that of the GO database (Barriot et al. 2004 ). However, neighbors are species specific and are affected by the content, amount, and curation of information that is available, and not all neighborhoods are universally applicable. In contrast, selection of chromosomal proximity of genes as neighborhood criteria is universal to bacterial microbes and can be used to study the evolution of their genomes (Danchin et al. 2007) . Nevertheless, synthetic analysis with an increased number of neighborhoods is limited by the generation of common neighbors across a number of genomes.
Molecular sequence variation within or among functional categories can be valuable for examining evolutionary patterns of molecular function. However, variation levels are limited by functional specificity (category) and species divergence. Phylogenetic analysis is restricted, for example, when considering a specific function in distantly related species (e.g., evolutionary relationships of GTPaserelated molecular functions linked to P-loop hyrolase activity; Leipe et al. 2002) or broad functions in closely related species (e.g., positive selection analyses of broad ligand binding functions in the genus Drosophila; Clark et al. 2007 ). Furthermore, sequence paralogy, horizontal gene transfer (HGT), and lineage sorting complicate further the deep phylogenetic study of molecular functions in distant genomes (Todd et al. 1999; Wolf et al. 2002; Caetano-Anollés G and Caetano-Anollés D 2005) . For example, little is known on how gene replacement or other HGT processes increase the representation of molecular functions or generate new functions in a proteome. Although most gene introductions are likely to be neutral or deleterious, recent observations suggest that fitness is reduced substantially by interspecies gene replacement in microbes and is only counteracted by gene amplification (Lind et al. 2010) . The existence of a link between compensatory gene amplification after HGT and the discovery of new genes is interesting and supports the general observation that HGT-derived genes are generally overrepresented in proteomes (Hooper and Berg 2003) . At sequence level, the view that HGT is rampant (Doolittle 1999 ) has been toned down by sound evolutionary considerations (Kurland et al. 2003) and its evolutionary impact appears quite limited at higher levels of structural organization. For example, global analysis of sequence motifs in protein domains (Choi and Kim 2007) or domain architectures (Gough 2005; Forslund et al. 2008; Yang and Bourne 2009 ) reveals that HGT is relatively rare, and the analysis of entire genomic complements indicates that massive HGT is not warranted and does not impair the phylogenetic reconstruction of a universal tree (Doolittle 2005) .
In contrast to molecular sequence, the structure of protein and RNA molecules that result from the folding of primary sequences is more conserved in distant species and is therefore robust against the effects of mutation, recombination, duplication, and loss (e.g., Caetano-Anollés 2002; Caetano-Anollés G and Caetano-Anollés D 2003; Wang et al. 2007; Sun and Caetano-Anollés 2008) . For example, the architectures of protein domains, usually defined at fold (F) and fold superfamily (FSF) levels of the Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) (Murzin et al. 1995) , represent molecular fossils that are both invariant and recurrent in nature. These structural designs are rare finds in evolutionary history as they generally take millions of years to materialize. However, the same domain structures can sometimes be found in numerous molecules of an Evolution of Molecular Functions · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE organism, and when they are ancient, they even represent a substantial fraction of a proteome. We have used protein domain structure to study the evolution of the protein world (reviewed in Caetano-Anollés, ). This has opened a window into evolutionary understanding of molecular function. A census of protein domain structure and organization using hidden Markov model searching tools (Gough et al. 2001 ) established the abundance and occurrence of these molecular features in hundreds of genomes. The census allowed the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees and evolutionary chronologies of protein architectures and the exploration of universal phylogenies of proteomes depicting the evolution of the organismal world (Caetano-Anollés G and Caetano-Anollés D 2003, 2005; Wang et al. , 2007 CaetanoAnollés 2006, 2009) . The mapping of domains to metabolic networks (Kim et al. 2006) and to general and more specific functional categories (Wilson et al. 2007 ) made it possible to indirectly infer the relative timing of the discovery of metabolic activities and broad functional categories (Wang et al. 2007; Caetano-Anollés et al. 2007; ). Nevertheless, the multifunctionality of protein domains at FSF level, the limitations in the ontological classification of molecular functions, and the subjective boundaries imposed by contaminating biological process GO terms (Harris et al. 2004; Wilson et al. 2007) makes it difficult to propose statements of emergence and evolutionary origin of molecular functions.
Here, we directly access molecular function data in the GO database, examining the abundance of functional categories that are positioned at different levels of the DAG in individual genomes ( fig. 1) . Using a strategy similar to that employed in the analysis of protein structure, we reconstruct rooted phylogenomic trees of biological functions (linked to molecules and processes) without invoking outgroups or other external hypotheses of relationship. Knowledge about the evolution of protein domains Wang et al. 2007 ) is then coupled with iterative phylogenomic analyses along levels of the DAG, providing new insight into the origin of modern molecular functions at the lowest possible level in the GO hierarchy. Furthermore, ancient biological processes corresponding to ancient molecular functions are surveyed to comprehensively describe ancient life in terms of biological roles.
Materials and Methods
A more detailed description of methods can be found in supplementary methods, Supplementary Material online.
Genomic GO Data
We retrieved association files for 38 completely sequenced genomes from GO (http://www.geneontology.org/GO. current.annotations.shtml). We extracted associations that define nonredundant links between gene products and the most specific GO terms from each of the 38 genomic association files and prepared the following two data sets: 1) ALL: the set of 38 genomic associations regardless of evidence codes and 2) non-IEA: the set of 38 genomic associations excluding electronic links. Using GO accession numbers in both sets, DAGs for all individual GO terms were downloaded from AmiGO (http://amigo.geneonthology.org/).
Functional Categories as Phylogenetic Taxa
To determine phylogenetic taxa among GO terms that are positioned at an individual hierarchical level in DAG, we filtered the terms based on the following five criteria: 1) parent GO terms with no children were regarded as taxa in phylogenetic analyses at the child level; 2) all taxa at the same level must establish is-a relationships with their parent GO terms. If a GO term has part_of or regulation relationships with its parent, the term was excluded; 3) GO terms with multiple parental nodes that appeared repeatedly at a certain level were treated as individual taxa; 4) GO terms positioned at different levels of the DAG were not excluded, and 5) GO terms that have no occurrence in the set ALL of the 38 genomes were excluded.
Phylogenomic Analyses of GO Terms at High Hierarchical Levels
Given GO data and taxa for the sets ALL and non-IEA, we counted how many of the most specific GO terms in a genome were annotated to a given taxon. Here, the number of terminal GO terms per taxon per genome was defined as genomic abundance (g). Two data matrices were constructed from ALL and non-IEA for taxon sets at certain levels of the DAG mf . The g values were standardized and linearly ordered to 32 discrete character states (0-31 scale) using an alphanumeric format of numbers 0-9 and letters A-V. The 32 character states were polarized from ''0'' to ''V,'' where 0 and V represent the most recent and ancient character states, respectively. Phylogenomic trees were reconstructed from the standardized matrices using the maximum parsimony (MP) method in PAUP* version 4.0b10 (Swofford 2002) and intrinsically rooted without the need of an outgroup taxon. Phylogenetic confidence and signal were evaluated using by the bootstrap (BS) and skewness (g 1 ) tests with 1,000 replicates, respectively (Felsenstein 1989; Hillis and Huelsenbeck 1992) . Consensus MP trees were obtained using Phylip version 3.68 with the option of 50% majority rule (Felsenstein 1989) . In order to evaluate the role of nonvertical inheritance in evolution of molecular functions, we reconstructed phylogenetic trees of genomes in which GO terms are characters. To do this, we transposed the linearly ordered matrix for the set ALL at level 2 of DAG mf . We reconstructed most parsimonious unrooted trees describing the evolution of 38 genomes using the MP method in PAUP*. Homoplasy indexes (H i ) were then calculated for every character (level 2 GO term) with the PAUP option of ''DIAG'' (character diagnostics). obtained information of genes believed to have been acquired by HGT from the widely used Horizontal Gene Transfer database (HGT-DB; http://genomes.urv.es/HGT-DB/), which includes proteins of HGT genes in nearly 500 completely sequenced prokaryotic proteomes based on G þ C content, codon and amino acid usages, and other parameters (Garcia-Vallvé et al. 2000) . The database assigns GenBank identifiers (GIs) to the HGT proteins. On the other hand, the Gene Ontology Annotation database (GOA; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/) contains GO associations for proteins in nearly 2,000 proteomes with UniProt Knowledgebase identifiers (UniProtKB IDs). We compared scientific and strain names of proteomes in the HGT-DB with those in the GOA and extracted proteomes common in both databases. We then selected only one proteome per genus. The GIs of the HGT proteins for the selected proteomes were converted to corresponding UniProtKB IDs using ID MAPPING of UniProt (http://www.uniprot.org/). For each of the proteomes, we extracted GO associations for the HGT proteins in the HGT-DB, comparing UniProtKB IDs of the HGT proteins with those of GO associations in the GOA. The GO terms obtained from GO associations of the HGT proteins and all proteins in the GOA were assigned to corresponding level 2 GO terms using GO::TermFinder version 0.86 (Boyle et al. 2004 ). We then evaluated which level 2 GO terms was enriched by GO terms of the HGT proteins (SAMPLE) in comparison with all GO terms of the selected proteomes in the GOA (BACKGROUND). For each of the two sets, we counted the number of multiple occurrences of GO terms that are annotated to individual level 2 GO terms and then calculated the probability of enrichment of a particular level 2 GO term that was present in SAMPLE using the hypergeometric distribution and the following equation:
Observed values M and k indicate the numbers of multiple occurrences of GO terms that are assigned to a level 2 GO term in BACKGROUND and SAMPLE, respectively. The values N and n are the numbers of multiple occurrences of GO terms that are assigned to all level 2 GO terms in the two sets, respectively. The probability P(X 5 k) implies the FIG. 1. Reconstruction of phylogenomic trees at multiple levels of the GO hierarchy. Module A: Selection of taxa. Among all the GO terms that are placed at level X of a given hierarchy, terms were selected as phylogenetic taxa (blue circles) at that level if they (x i ) had an is-a relationship with their corresponding parental nodes (w i ) or if terms (w i ) at level (X À 1) had no child nodes. GO terms at level X that appear multiply at the same or different levels were regarded as a single taxon and those that had relationships of part_of or regulation (dotted line) with their parental nodes were excluded. Module B: Exploration of global patterns in evolution of molecular functions. For each of taxa selected at level X using criteria described in module A, the number (g value) of the terminal GO terms (t i ) that are annotated to the higher level GO term (x i ) was calculated by tracing the GO hierarchy. Because any terminal GO term can be associated with one or more gene products, a genomic abundance (g) value for a given taxon x i was considered the redundant number of the annotated terminal GO terms. We calculated g values for all possible pairs of genomes and taxa (x i ) and constructed a data matrix. These genomic abundance values were normalized, coded as phylogenetic characters, and used to build phylogenetic trees by applying the MP optimization method. Higher level phylogenies generated at GO levels 1 and 2 in this study were reconstructed using schemes described in module A and were followed by those in module B. Module C: Tracing the evolutionary origin of molecular functions with lower level phylogenies. GO terms at low hierarchical levels (levels 3 and 4) are numerous and their analysis is computationally hard. For this reason, we selected the most ancient taxa (GO 1 and GO 2 ) in a phylogenomic tree (left) reconstructed at an upper hierarchical level (X À 1) based on the ancestries of taxa (nd), BS support values, and abundance of the most ancient protein fold architecture (c.37). The selected ancient taxa (w i ) seed their child GO terms (x i ) for the next level phylogenetic analysis and are then used to reconstruct phylogenomic trees at lower levels using the schemes of modules A and B.
Evolution of Molecular Functions · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE chance that a random variable X has k multiple occurrences of GO terms for a given level 2 GO term. Referring to the equation and previous literature (Forslund et al. 2008) , we developed an in-house Python script, calculated P values for every level 2 GO term that has k/n larger than M/N, and evaluated statistical significance with 95% confidence level (P , 0.05) to decide enrichment of each level 2 GO term by HGT.
Phylogenomic Analyses of GO Terms at Lower Levels of Hierarchical Classification
Initially, we determined the most ancient GO terms at level 2 of DAG mf by referring to the ancestry of both levels 1 and 2 taxa. We then adopted a top-down approach to elucidate an origin of molecular functions at the lowest possible level of the DAG mf using the selected taxa as a starting point. For this work, we iterated the following steps: 1) selection of the most ancient taxa from phylogenies at the parental level, 2) gathering of all child GO terms that are directly annotated to the taxa, 3) determination of the set of taxa at the current level using the five criteria for taxon selection described above, and 4) reconstruction of phylogenetic trees with G (genomic abundance per taxon) values of the 38 genomes under the same phylogenetic analyses approaches described above. This iteration started at level 3 with its parental level, level 2, and concluded at level 4. The selection of ancient taxa in step 1 of our algorithmic implementation can be arbitrary, as it depends on the number of basal taxa that is included in the analysis. To increase reliability, we therefore selected taxa based on both BS values for basal nodes and the abundance of protein domain structures linked to GO terms associated with the most ancient fold (the P-loop hydrolase fold; c.37). The abundance of the domain for individual GO terms was obtained referring to the Protein Data Bank (PDB), SCOP version 1.73 and GO databases.
Ancestry of GO Terms
From intrinsically rooted trees, we calculated the relative age (i.e., the ancestry) of taxa by counting the number of internal nodes along a lineage in the tree from the root to a terminal node (a leaf) on a relative 0-1 scale. We call this relative age node distance (nd). The nd value of the most ancestral taxon is 0, whereas that of the most recent one is 1. The nd values generate a timeline (chronology), which can be mapped to other kinds of information. For example, an index (f) describing the organismal distribution of taxa can be obtained by calculating the fraction of genomes that contain the taxon (functional category) within ranges from absence (f 5 0) to presence in all genomes analyzed (f 5 1), which in our case is 38.
Links between Ancient Molecular Functions and Their Biological Processes
We explored biological processes that are linked to the origin of molecular functions and tested if the associated biological processes were also ancient. There are no direct links between the DAG mf and DAG bp in the GO database. We therefore used the PDB database to bridge the GO terms, counting at each of the levels of DAG mf how many PDB chains are assigned to individual biological process GO terms and harbor fold c.37. Based on a hypergeometric distribution of the PDB chains, we evaluated which GO terms in DAG bp are enriched by the ancient GO terms in DAG mf at P , 0.01 significance levels and 1% FDR (false discovery rate). To obtain the background distribution of the PDB chains, we referred to entire associations between all PDB chains and GO terms (''goa_pdb'' downloaded from http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/). Biological process terms that were commonly enriched by all the ancient molecular functionGOtermswereregardedasthemost ancient inDAG bp .To verify that they were indeed the most ancestral, we reconstructedphylogenetic trees describing the evolution of biological processes. GO terms that are placed at the level of the enriched and common GO terms in DAG bp , that have at least one PDB chain of fold c.37 belonging to one or more ancient molecular function, and that are widely present in the 38 genomes(with f. 0.80 and withPDB structures that includefold c.37) were selected as taxa. The phylogenetic methodology was identical to methods mentioned above.
Results

A Census of Molecular Functions
Our phylogenomic analysis of molecular functions is linked to a census of functionally annotated genes and requires ''association files'' with GO annotations for all 21 bacterial and 17 eukaryal genomes that are included in this study. The numbers of gene products and their associated terminal GO terms were 335,124 and 511,621 in the set ALL, which includes all 14 evidence codes, and 23,814 (7% of ALL) and 186,686 (36% of ALL) in the set non-IEA, which excludes codes IEA and ND of electronic and ambiguous annotations, respectively. Sets ALL and non-IEA represent relaxed and stringent demands on the annotation quality of the data, respectively, at a cost of data representation (see supplementary methods, Supplementary Material online).
The GOA project of the European Bioinformatics Institute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/) provides information for ;2,000 genomes. However, nearly all GO associations in the GOA project have been established electronically. This complicates the construction of a set of GO associations with high reliability, such as the non-IEA set. On the other hand, the GO Consortium continuously curates and validates the electronic associations with more reliable evidence. This information is fully present in the 38 genomes we selected. In this study, a major goal was to accurately infer evolutionary history of molecular functions with GO terms. This required an evaluation of the reliability of our phylogenetic statements. We accomplished this by comparing trees of electronically and experimentally validated GO terms. For practical reasons, however, we had to focus exclusively on the small 38 genome set.
Currently, robust GO annotations are biased by research preferences for targets and organisms, and this could affect Kim and Caetano-Anollés · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE our analysis. However, the distribution of 2,039 terminal GO terms in 249 genomes, including 45 from Archaea, 183 from Bacteria, and 21 from Eukarya, revealed that 2,038 terminal GO terms were unique or shared by Bacteria and Eukarya (Kim KM and Caetano-Anollés G, manuscript in preparation) . Only one terminal GO term was unique to Archaea. This distribution suggests that the 38 bacterial and eukaryal genomes with high levels of GO curation that we selected are appropriate to study the evolution of most molecular functions without significant bias.
In our study, the fraction of gene products linked to terminal GO terms in a genome (genomic coverage) ranged from 1.5% to 100% with a mean of 76.4% in ALL and from 0.13% to 100% with a mean of 46.3% in non-IEA (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). Although terminal GO terms number in the hundreds of thousands and are highly redundant, there are only 13,858 nonredundant terms. We used their GO accession numbers to obtain a DAG mf that links terminal GO terms to molecular functions at different hierarchical levels in AmiGO. We then prepared prenormalized matrices from association data sets in preparation of tree reconstruction. These matrices had columns and rows describing genomes and GO terms at a certain hierarchical level and elements describing their abundance (g) ( fig. 1 ). Values of g ranged widely and had wide variances ranging from 0 to 46,792 (for set ALL) and to 16,169 (for set non-IEA) at level 1; 0 to 18,270 and to 12,102 at level 2; 0 to 3,258 and to 2,063 at level 3; and 0 to 2,920 and to 1,859 at level 4 in the GO hierarchy of DAG mf (for G values [genomic abundance per taxon] see supplementary tables S2-S5, Supplementary Material online). To standardize g, we used four normalization methods that are described in supplementary methods, Supplementary Material online (NN, W, N, and WN). We then prepared eight normalized matrices for sets ALL and non-IEA at each of the GO levels and reconstructed phylogenomic trees of molecular functions. Phylogenies at each level were labeled a i _b i , where a i 5 A or NI for sets ALL and non-IEA, respectively, and letter(s) following the underscore (b i ) denote the normalization method. Tree distribution profiles and metrics of skewness support significant phylogenetic signal in the data (P , 0.01; supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material online). In general, most parsimonious trees fit data matrices more parsimoniously the lower their minimal tree length (TL) and express lower degrees of homoplasy (conflict in data) with higher consistency index (CI) and retention index (RI). Interestingly, phylogenies describing the evolution of molecular function at all GO levels derived from data that was nonnormalized (NN) had minimum TL and maximum CI and RI, with an exception in A_W optimization at level 3, which showed high RI levels (supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material online). This indicates that data normalization does not produce more reliable outcomes at least in terms of phylogenetic descriptors of parsimony and conflict, regardless of quantitative G value differences between sets ALL and non-IEA. Similarly, skewness test of tree distributions showed g 1 values were statistically significant at the 1% level for all optimizations, indicating that phylogenetic signal is neither gained nor lost by normalization (supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material online). Given these results, we only display phylogenomic trees that are not normalized (trees A_NN and NI_NN), avoiding unnecessary data manipulation.
Phylogenomic Analysis of Molecular Functions at High Levels of Ontological Classification
We applied five criteria for selecting taxa (sets of leaves in trees; module A in fig. 1 ), identifying all 18 molecular functions at level 1 of the GO DAG mf hierarchy (supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). Phylogenomic analysis generated two most parsimonious trees describing the evolution of the 18 selected molecular functions for the ALL and non-IEA sets (supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online). Trees were fully resolved and had most (75-81%) internal nodes moderately (70-90%) or strongly (90-100%) supported by BS analysis. A strict consensus tree showed topologies were almost fully congruent among the four generated most parsimonious trees and revealed two polytomies located in central and derived regions of the tree ( fig. 2 ). The most ancient molecular function was ''catalytic activity'' (GO:0003824), followed by ''binding'' (GO:0005488), ''transporter activity'' (GO:0005215), and ''transcription regulator activity'' (GO:0030528), in that order. All these basal bifurcations were very well supported (99-100% BS) (supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online), and remarkably, the three most basal had the highest G values and were universally distributed in genomes (f 5 1) ( fig. 2 ).
Our taxon selection criteria dissected 154 of 180 molecular functions that exist at level 2 of the DAG mf (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online). In this set, 4 of 18 level 1 functions had no level 2-associated taxa and were inherited to level 2 phylogenies. They included ''chemoattractant'' (GO:0042056), ''chemorepellent'' (GO:0045499), ''nutrient reservoir'' (GO:0045735), and ''protein tag'' (GO:0031386). Phylogenomic analysis of level 2 molecular functions generated single most parsimonious trees for the ALL and non-IEA sets (trees A_NN and NI_NN, respectively) ( fig. 3 ). As expected in trees of this size, most internal nodes were poorly supported by BS analysis. However, basal nodes were surprisingly robust (50-100% BS). Although the number of taxa made it difficult to manually compare topological differences between A_NN and NI_NN tree reconstructions at this level (see fully labeled trees in supplementary fig. S2 , Supplementary Material online), we unfolded phylogeny-embedded information in ''timelines'' by measuring the age of individual molecular functions as a distance or ancestry (nd) in nodes from the hypothetical ancestor of all functions in the tree in a relative 0-to-1 scale. Calculation of nd values for molecular functions for the two trees showed values were positively and significantly correlated (y 5 0.814x þ 0.162; R 5 0.819) (supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online). This indicates that congruence was considerable in tree reconstructions regardless of data size. We mapped the 154 level 2 functions to their corresponding 18 level 1 counterparts and examined the accumulation of GO terms along bins in the timeline. Cumulative numbers of terminal GO terms (genomic abundance) and level 2 taxa (diversification of level 1 functions) were plotted against nd values that were obtained directly from the trees describing the evolution of level 2 molecular functions. In a primordial phase (0 nd 0.3 for A_NN and 0 nd 0.4 for NI_NN), the diversification of level 1 into level 2 molecular functions appears relatively rare. In contrast, terminal GO terms accumulated explosively during this initial phase, with 54.5%, 91.6%, and 96.1% of terminal terms appearing in the first 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 nd intervals, respectively. This shows a very early saturation of genomic abundance in evolution. The majority of terminal GO terms in this phase belong to catalytic activity (49.5-30.0% in A_NN and 70.9-33.1% in NI_NN), binding (35.0-46.9% and 0-42.6%), and transporter activity (15.5-8.8% and 24.6-11.8%) (see pie charts in the supplementary fig. S5 , Supplementary Material online). The divergence of the three level 1 taxa into the corresponding level 2 taxa for the A_NN tree was 4, 7, and 7 level 2 functions for catalytic activity; 2, 4, and 10 level 2 functions for binding; and 2, 3, and 3 level 2 functions for transporter activity in the first 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 nd intervals, respectively. Overall patterns were maintained when analyzing the timelines derived from the A_NN and NI_NN trees.
Homoplasy and the Effect of HGT on Tree Reconstruction
Phylogenetic analysis of 38 genomes for the set ALL at level 2 of DAG mf resulted in a single most parsimonious tree describing the evolution of organismal lineages. Only 137 of 154 level 2 GO terms were parsimony informative. For each of the 137 characters, H i was calculated and plotted against the nd value of the character that was derived from the tree of molecular functions describing evolution of level 2 GO terms. Among the 137 characters, we manually referred to the AmiGO database and identified 16 GO terms involved in translation or transcription (see closed symbols in supplementary fig. S4, Supplementary Material online) . For H i
FIG. 2.
Phylogenomic trees describing the evolution of level 1 molecular functions. Strict consensus of four most parsimonious trees reconstructed using sets ALL and non-IEA (see supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online). The 18 taxa in the tree represent level 1 molecular functions in DAG mf . The degree of consistency among the four trees is displayed above branches. The numbers in parentheses following taxon names indicate values of distribution index (f), the fraction of genomes with the listed molecular function. The distribution of terminal and level 2 GO terms associated with level 1 taxa is displayed in the inset. For each level 1 molecular function category, the plot describes the number of associated terminal GO terms (circles and squares in sets ALL and non-IEA, respectively) and level 2 functions (of 154 GO terms) (bar).
Kim and Caetano-Anollés · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE values of the 16 GO terms, quartile values were calculated as follows: Q 1 5 0.607 and Q 3 5 0.750. The value of upper whisker obtained by the formula 1.5 Â (Q 3 À Q 1 ) was 0.965. H i values of ;40% of the 137 GO terms were lower than the minimum H i of GO term characters related to translation and transcription (informational characters). Only two noninformational GO terms had higher H i values than the informational GO term that had a maximum H i value. Accumulation of level 2 molecular functions and associated terminal GO terms along a timeline derived from phylogenomic trees generated from set A_NN. The number and cumulative number of level 2 molecular functions and corresponding terminal GO terms were plotted as function of their age (nd), with age binned into 0.1 increments within a relative 0-1 scale. Pie charts for each bin show level 1 GO term composition of level 2 molecular functions (colored according to the level 1 term key in B). (B) Appearance of level 2 molecular functions grouped according to level 1 GO terms along timelines derived from trees A_NN and NI_NN (black and orange horizontal bars). For each of the 18 level 1 taxa listed on the left, the first appearance of a level 2 molecular function is indicated on the right side of the graph, with GO terms of molecular functions that are unique to Eukarya or shared by Eukarya and Bacteria labeled in red and dark blue, respectively. Only five level 2 molecular functions were unique to Bacteria and these are indicated with green vertical bars in the timeline: a, ''peptidoglycan synthetase activity'' (GO:0008954); b, ''catalysis of free radical formation'' (GO:0043364); c, ''quaternary ammonium group binding'' (GO:0050997); d, ''transcription antiterminator activity'' (GO:0030401); and e, ''transcription initiation factor antagonist activity'' (GO:0016988). (C) Distribution in superkingdoms of level 2 molecular functions along the A_NN timeline. Molecular functions shared by Bacteria and Eukarya (75 and 77 level 2 GO terms in A_NN and NI_NN, respectively) appear continuously in evolution and those that are unique to Eukarya (74 and 77 in A_NN and NI_NN, respectively) preceded those unique to Bacteria (five in both sets). (D) Plot describing the distribution of level 2 molecular functions in organismal lineages (f) along the A_NN timeline. To exemplify a progressive evolutionary trend, we selected 15 level 2 molecular functions (closed circles) corresponding to the level 1 term structural molecule activity. Timelines and associated data derived from sets A_NN and NI_NN were congruent. 
where M and k represent the numbers of multiple occurrences of GO terms assigned to a corresponding level 2 GO term in the BACKGROUND and SAMPLE and N and n are the numbers of multiple occurrences of all GO terms in the BACKGROUND and SAMPLE, respectively. We then calculated P values using the hypergeometric distribution to establish if level 2 GO terms were preferentially enriched by HGT. The statistical results were classified into four different groups (supplementary table S8 , 2) 12 level 2 GO terms with ratios .1 but that are not statistically enriched (P . 0.05), 3) 57 level 2 GO terms not enriched with ratios ,1, and 4) 77 level 2 GO terms with no occurrence (e.g., k 5 M 5 0).
Evolutionary Origins Inferred from Phylogenomic Analysis of Molecular Functions at Lower Levels of Ontological Classification
In order to study the evolution of molecular functions at the lowest possible GO level, we applied an iterative topdown strategy that reconstructs trees at a certain level L of DAG mf , selects some of the most ancient taxa at that level, and then extracts taxa at level L þ 1 for further phylogenetic analysis ( fig. 1) . Because results described above suggest that catalytic activity was the most ancient molecular function at level 1 in DAG mf , we searched for ancient GO terms at lower levels of classification (levels 2-4) that would encompass this general molecular function ( fig. 2) . First, we examined basal taxa in phylogenomic trees A_NN and NI_NN describing the evolution of level 2 molecular functions ( fig. 3 ). Although we found that some basal internal nodes were poorly supported and there were topological inconsistencies between the trees, six of the most ancient level 2 taxa that belong to catalytic activity were consistently ancient in both trees and were extracted for further analysis. Remarkably, the six taxa we selected covered all six enzymatic activities at first (class) level of Enzyme Commission (EC) classification: EC 1, ''oxidoreductase activity'' (GO:0016491); EC 2, ''transferase activity'' (GO:0016740); EC 3, ''hydrolase activity'' (GO:0016787); EC 4, ''lyase activity'' (GO:0016829); EC 5, ''isomerase activity'' (GO:0016853); and EC 6, ''ligase activity'' (GO:0016874). We excluded ''deaminase activity'' (GO:0019239) despite of it being relatively ancient because of the distinct phylogenetic distance between the taxon and the set in the tree A_NN ( fig. 3) . We also excluded ''peroxidase activity'' (GO:0004601). Although it is the level 4 child of catalytic activity, it is also a level 2 child of antioxidant activity. Therefore, this activity was regarded as the child node of antioxidant activity according to our criteria of taxon selection. Second, we extracted all level 3 GO terms that were annotated to the six level 2 taxa selected following taxon selection criteria and prepared two matrices for sets ALL and non-IEA, consisting of 110 and 108 level 3 taxa, respectively (supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online). As observed with level 2 terms, matrices had large g variances (0-3,258 in ALL and 0-2,063 in non-IEA) that were sufficient to dissect evolutionary relationships of the level 3 taxa analyzed (supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online) and reconstructed trees had strong phylogenetic signal (g 1 : À0.3268 for ALL and À0.3309 for non-IEA) (supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material online). Most branches were well resolved and had few polytomies, and most internal nodes were poorly supported (BS , 50%), an expected result with trees of this size (data not shown). We extracted the most ancient ten level 3 molecular functions from trees A_NN and NI_NN (table 1). Although there were slight topological differences at the base of the two trees, the taxon compositions of the ten most ancient functions were identical to each other (see subtrees in supplementary fig. S6 , Supplementary Material online). These ten taxa comprised only four parental nodes of the six level 2 ancient taxa that were previously selected; lyase activity and isomerase activity had no associated level 3 taxa. To confirm our ancestry estimate, we checked nonredundant protein chains in the PDB harboring the most ancient protein fold, the P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) hydrolase fold (c.37 is the ''concise classification string'' descriptor of this fold in SCOP), for each of the ten ancient functions and recorded their abundance. The evolutionary order of the four most ancient functions in the basal positions of the trees was perfectly consistent with genomic abundance of c.37 in tree A_NN and almost perfect in tree NI_NN (table 1). These very ancient molecular functions included ''hydrolase activity, acting on acid anhydrides'' (GO:0016817); ''transferase activity, transferring phosphorus-containing groups'' (GO:0016772); ''hydrolase activity, Evolution of Molecular Functions · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE acting on ester bonds'' (GO:0016788); and ''peptidase activity'' (GO:0008233), from ancient to derived. The basal placement of these four taxa was strongly supported (100% BS) in both trees (supplementary fig. S6 , Supplementary Material online). Based on these results, we selected these four taxa as the most ancient level 3 molecular functions; the other six were not considered because c.37 genomic abundance did not match ancestry of the molecular function (highlighted in bold in table 1) and BS were low (supplementary fig. S6, Supplementary Material online) .
Finally, we used taxon selection criteria to extract level 4 molecular functions (20 in ALL and 19 in non-IEA) linked to the four most ancient functions at level 3 of DAG mf . A total of 3, 9, 8, and 3 level 4 functions were linked to ancient GO:0016817, GO:0016772, GO:0016788, and GO:0008233 level 3 terms, respectively. As with upper levels, data matrices had large genomic abundance variances (0-2,920 in ALL and 0-1,859 in non-IEA; supplementary table S5, Supplementary Material online) and phylogenomic trees of level 4 molecular functions had considerable phylogenetic signal (supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material online). Trees were fully resolved and internal nodes were moderately or strongly supported (BS . 50%) ( fig. 5 ). Tracing genomic abundance of fold c.37 in these trees showed that in general abundance increased with the age of the molecular functions. The most ancient, ''hydrolase activity, acting on acid anhydrides, in phosphorous-containing anhydrides'' (GO:0016818), showed the maximum number of the PDB chains associated with the c.37 fold (1,079) and was well separated from other taxa in the tree (100% BS) ( fig. 5 ). This basal taxon represents the most ancient molecular function at level 4 of DAG mf and its enzymatic activity can be classified as EC 3.6.1.
In this study, the identification of ancient molecular functions at a certain level requires linking tree reconstructions to genomic abundance of fold c.37. However, the number of GO terms linked to fold c.37 among the children of the most ancient level 4 taxon is only one at levels 5 and 6, respectively. The most ancient GO term at level 4 had six child GO terms at level 5, which were considered as phylogenetic taxa for the next iteration. However, one of the child GO terms, ''pyrophosphatase activity'' (GO:0016462), was associated to ;6,000 gene products, whereas the five remaining GO terms not linked to c.37 were associated to only 23 gene products (AmiGO; December 2008). This indicates that pyrophosphatase activity should be considered intimately related to the parent term ''hydrolase activity, acting on acid anhydrides, in phosphorous-containing anhydrides.'' In turn, only 1 of the 26 child GO terms of pyrophosphatase activity at level 6 was associated to c.37, ''nucleosidetriphosphatase (NTPase) activity'' (GO:0017111). These results indicate that further phylogenetic iterations at levels lower than four are meaningless for the analysis.
It is, however, noteworthy that the c.37 structures that are included in NTPase activity at level 6 were distributed into three child GO terms at level 7, ''GTPase'' (GO:0003924), ''helicase'' (GO:0004386), and ''ATPase'' (GO:0016887), which were associated to fold c.37 in 365, 151, and 334 instances, respectively ( fig. 6A ). Because ATPase and helicase activities still have child GO terms, it is possible to perform phylogenetic analyses at lower levels of DAG mf . However, low levels of genomic abundance limited the accuracy of evolutionary relationships (data not shown), and for this reason, we ended phylogenetic iterations at level 4 and examined c.37 abundance levels at lower levels, establishing that ATPase, GTPase, and helicase activities were putatively the most ancient molecular functions at the lowest possible level of DAG mf ( fig. 6A ).
Exploring Ancient Biological Processes
Molecular functions in the GO database represent the biochemical activities of molecules and cannot describe NOTE.-Phylogenomic trees reconstructed at levels 1 and 2 of the DAG mf hierarchy indicated that the level 1 GO term 'catalytic activity' was the most ancient. We therefore extracted the six most ancient level 2 taxa belonging to 'catalytic activity' and reconstructed phylogenomic trees describing the evolution of associated level 3 molecular functions (110 for ALL and 108 for non-IEA). The table shows the ancestry of the ten most ancient GO terms. To increase the reliability of the evolutionary order represented, we checked the abundance of the fold c.37 that have been known as the most ancient fold structure and compared the degree of the abundance with the evolutionary order of the ten taxa. Based on the phylogenetic trees and the c.37 abundance, the four taxa marked in bold (the first four GO accessions) were chosen as the most ancient level 3 molecular functions.
Kim and Caetano-Anollés · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE biological processes that make use of them. Ultimately, the evolutionary study of molecular functions must be linked to the evolution of biological processes. We therefore explored GO terms of biological process that are linked to the ancient molecular functions we previously identified. We first extracted nonredundant sets of PDB chains that have fold c.37 for each of the three most ancient molecular functions. Using the GO::TermFinder software, we examined the enriched GO terms in DAG bp without restrictions to hierarchical level, identifying 67, 37, and 43 GO terms of biological process linked to the PDB sets of ATPase, GTPase, and helicase functions, respectively, at a significance level and FDR of 1% ( fig. 6B and supplementary fig. S7 , Supplementary Material online). Remarkably, the GO term ''cellular biopolymer metabolic process'' (GO:0034960) was commonly enriched by the three sets. This term therefore represents the most ancient biological process that is linked to the three most ancient molecular functions. Furthermore, a cursory exploration of DAG bp revealed that this ancient biological process was placed at level 4 in the hierarchy and that it is derived from two level 1 GO terms, ''cellular process'' and ''metabolic process'' (AmiGO; December 2008). To increase the robustness of the inference, we reconstructed phylogenetic trees of biological processes describing the evolution of 11 sibling taxa of cellular biopolymer metabolic process, following our taxon selection criteria, the presence of fold c.37, and organismal distribution of GO terms (f). Genome abundance G values of individual taxa ranged from 0 to 10,337 in ALL and 0 to 5,392 in non-IEA and were used to build phylogenetic trees A_NN and NI_NN ( fig. 7) . The topologies of the 11 most ancient taxa were identical in the trees and their internal nodes were well supported by BS replication ( fig. 7 ). Most importantly, both the A_NN and NI_NN trees showed that the most basal taxon was again cellular biopolymer metabolic process. This basal taxon was separated from the other 33 taxa by a well-supported branch (100% BS). Therefore, both enrichment by ATPase, GTPase, and helicase activities and phylogenomic reconstructions support congruently the identity of the most ancestral biological process in modern biochemistry. Finally, we identified terminal GO terms for cellular biopolymer metabolic process that were associated with PDB chains harboring the c.37 fold and were linked to ATPase, GTPase, and helicase activities ( fig. 6C ).
Discussion
Unraveling History in the Functions of Molecules
In the past century, biology attempted to reduce biological phenomena to the biochemical behavior of molecular components (Hartwell et al. 1999 ). However, a biological function can rarely be described by the characteristics of individual molecules. Biological functions are complex and arise from the interaction of many molecules and in the context of the many environments that exist in the cell. These functions manifest systemically through the activity of complex processes that operate in single or multicellular living systems as these evolve. This is complicated by the fact that organisms also interact with each other and with the environment. In order to study the evolution of biological functions, a vocabulary that describes the biological
Phylogenomic trees describing the evolution of the most ancestral level 4 molecular functions. Child GO terms (20 in set ALL and 19 in non-IEA) corresponding to the four most ancestral level 3 taxa were selected and phylogenomic trees were reconstructed describing the evolution of ancient level 3 molecular functions. Single most parsimonious trees were recovered for sets ALL and non-IEA, and these had identical topologies. However, the derived taxon ''aspartyl esterase activity'' (GO:0045330) was absent in the NI_NN tree. The dendrogram for tree A_NN (TL 5 1991 steps, CI 5 0.0.5912, RI 5 0.8455, g 1 5 À0.4021) is displayed, with taxa labeled with accession numbers, c.37 abundances, functional descriptions, EC numbers, and associated level 2 parental GO terms. Nonparametric BS values .50% are shown above branches for sets ALL and non-IEA, respectively.
Evolution of Molecular Functions · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE attributes of genes and their encoded molecules must be defined. In this study, we use a structured vocabulary generated by a highly successful semantic description of biology, the GO project, and use this vocabulary to study the origin and evolution of molecular functions in the living world. Our fundamental assumption is that modern biological functions are part of an unbroken chain of ancestral functions, most of which are still somehow embodied in modern counterparts and that these can be traced back in time to primordial functions that emerged at the beginnings of life. This is a reasonable assumption because functions are encased in organisms, which can also be traced back to ancient ancestors along tree-like or network-like lineages using the tools of phylogenetic analysis (Doolittle 2005) . In order to reconstruct history, we start by engaging in a census of ontological terms that are associated with genes in the genomes of 38 model organisms that are well annotated in the GO database. We then use a cladistic parsimony strategy to build phylogenomic trees of molecular functions at different levels of the GO hierarchical classification ( fig. 1 ). The feature that is used as phylogenetic character is the genomic abundance of an ontological term (e.g., terms of molecular function in DAG mf ), which has multiple character states (genome abundance levels) that transform from one state to another in evolution by increases or decreases in genomic representation of terminal GO terms (i.e., the actual gene associations). These transformations are linear and fully reversible but are polarized, From the GO term, we eventually selected GTPase, helicase, and ATPase activities as the most ancient molecular functions at the level 7 (for details, see Results). (B) From each of the three ancient GO terms, we extracted PDB chains that have the fold c.37. Using the software GO::TermFinder, we determined the GO terms of Biological process that are enriched by the PDB chains of the most ancient functions (for detailed methodology, see supplementary methods, Supplementary Material online). Venn diagram shows the numbers of enriched GO terms of Biological process that are related of ATPase, GTPase, and helicase. (C) PDB chains harboring fold c.37 in ATPase, GTPase, and helicase were distributed in nine terminal nodes (terms highlighted in red), which are parts of child GO terms of the ancient ''biopolymer metabolic process'' (GO:0034960) level 4 term. The number of PDB chains that are shared by a molecular function and a biological process terminal node was displayed on edges using Cytoscape ver. 2.6.1 with a hierarchic layout (Shannon et al. 2003 ).
Kim and Caetano-Anollés · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE that is, character state change follows an overall tendency to increase the genomic representation of ontological terms in a genome. Criteria of primary homology in this study adhere to concepts of ''transformational homology'' (Hawkins et al. 1997 ). The taxon (ontological term) that is more abundant and widely distributed across characters (genomes) has characters states (genomic abundances) that are more plesiomorphic (ancient), forcing placement of the taxon toward the base of the rooted trees. Note, however, that phylogenetic relatedness between two taxa and their relative placement in the trees is determined by the similarity of their character state sets. The fundamental assumption used to polarize character state transformations is widely used in biology: Biological entities that are successful and broadly distributed in nature are generally regarded as being ancient. This assumption has been successfully applied to molecules in the reconstruction of phylogenomic trees of protein domain structure and organization (reviewed in Caetano-Anollés, ) and is in line with both the ''rich-get-richer'' concept used to explain power law properties and the ''preferential attachment'' principle that drives evolution of biological networks (Barabási and Oltvai 2004) . The assumption also implies a clocklike rate of acquisition of domain structures, which are generally directly linked to functions. Indeed, we have recently uncovered the existence of a molecular clock of domain structures at F and FSF levels of structural hierarchy that is universal and applies to the entire world of proteins (Wang M et al., manuscript in preparation). We expect that evolution of GO terms would behave in similar clocklike fashion. Although the methods used are standard in phylogenetic analysis, the resulting trees are highly unorthodox. They do not portray evolution of genes or molecules (e.g., ribosomal RNA [rRNA] sequences) or a universal tree of life. Instead, trees define a timeline of discovery of functions, showing how the vocabulary of biological function has changed in time. The census used to build the trees is also atypical. Although the vast majority of molecular phylogenetic studies have focused on nucleic acids and protein sequences, we count sequence-linked features of the functional vocabulary in a genome and use these counts as phylogenetic characters. The direct access of functional information is therefore free from shortcomings imposed by the highly dynamic nature of change at the molecular sequence level. For example, analysis of deep evolutionary phenomena is prone to saturation phenomena and requires the use of complex evolutionary models (Delsuc et al. 2005) . By the same token, the census is also impervious to limitations in the structural annotation of molecules and redundancy imposed by recruitment at the protein and nucleic acid structural level (CaetanoAnollés, ). The census is, however, dependent on the accuracy of the ontological classification.
Phylogenetic trees embed timelines of discovery of molecular functions in the world of organisms. They are global statements and do not apply to individual organismal lineages. Along these timelines, the distribution of molecular .g., fig. 4D ). As new molecular functions or variants of these appear, they spread unevenly between organisms. Very ancient functions build up early and are pervasive and shared by all organisms that are sampled (f 5 1), whereas more recent additions to the functional toolkit are less abundant and can be absent in some organismal lineages causing f , 1. Several processes impact genome abundance of molecular functions (g) and can explain changes in f, including processes of evolutionary divergence and of convergence. These include vertical inheritance (sorting of functions in lineages), HGT, processes of genome reduction and expansion, and processes of recruitment that would change the functional makeup of an organism, some of which necessitate the existence of lineages in a tree (e.g., HGT) and operate in measurable way in a world of diversified organisms. We have already discussed how these processes affect the discovery of protein domain structures (Wang et al. 2007 ). We here invoke similar arguments to explain their impact in the discovery of molecular functions. For example, genome reduction can simplify the number of molecules in an organism and consequently the number of associated functions, whereas genome expansion would favor retention. HGT processes homogenize the world of organisms by distributing functions between lineages, increasing f in every instance. Similarly, processes of recruitment such as the accretion of domains in proteins can also in certain circumstances increase f. All these processes, some of which may have occurred progressively in evolution (Dagan et al. 2008; ), and the many-tomany relationships that exist between genes and molecular functions, curb g and f and make it difficult to ascertain how they influence phylogenetic statements. Clearly, the abundance-based approach used here is, for example, less sensitive to the effects of HGT and recruitment than occurrence-based approaches in which presence/absence of molecular functions (taxa) in genomes delimit phylogenetic reconstructions. The abundance-based approach is also superior based on phylogenetic, molecular mechanics, thermodynamics, cosmological, and philosophical arguments Sun et al. 2010 ), none of which will be discussed here. For example, a function that is laterally transferred or recruited must be first fixed and then amplified in genomic evolution. The cost of these processes could impact the abundance of that function in the recipient lineage, and depending on levels of abundance could determine the ancestry of functions. If functions are very abundant, HGT or recruitment will have little impact in the topology of the trees and consequently will not affect substantially the age of functions (e.g., ancient functions such as catalytic activity, binding, and transcription regulator activity at level 1 of the GO hierarchy; supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). On the other hand, small changes of genomic abundance can largely affect the ancestries of functions that are rare in genomes (e.g., protein tag and chemorepellent activity at the level 1 of the GO hierarchy; supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). Because HGT and recruitment are expected to be variable in pairwise comparisons of genomes that have been randomly sampled, BS values can be used as a measure of robustness to the effect of these nonvertical processes of change. Indeed, the support of phylogenetic relationships becomes stronger toward the base of the trees (figs. 2-3 and supplementary figs. S1-S2, Supplementary Material online). This enables the reliable survey of primordial evolutionary patterns of functions under the assumption that the evolutionary units (i.e., protein domains embedding molecular functions) are sufficiently conserved.
An alternative approach to study the influence of HGT is to measure levels of homoplasy linked to phylogenetic characters that are used to reconstruct global organismal phylogenies (supplementary fig. S4 , Supplementary Material online). Sometimes characters do not fit a phylogeny perfectly, that is, transformation of character state change along the branches of the trees introduces conflicting phylogenetic signals. This conflict results in characters that are less consistent and have higher levels of homoplasy. The homoplasy index of individual characters (H i ) is a good indicator of deviations from vertical inheritance (Kluge and Farris 1969) . We therefore calculated H i of characters (level 2 GO terms) defining a phylogeny of 38 genomes. H i values of bacteria-specific GO terms are relatively larger than those of Eukarya-specific GO terms (supplementary fig. S4 , Supplementary Material online), a result that is expected based on the higher susceptibility of bacterial genes to HGT. In contrast, level 2 GO terms linked to informational genes involved in transcription and translation had relatively higher H i values than characters describing other molecular functions (supplementary fig. S4 , Supplementary Material online). Because the influence of HGT on informational genes is limited (Jain et al. 1999) , our expectation was that these characters expressed lower H i levels. Instead, noninformational functions appeared less susceptible to HGT. Moreover, level 2 GO terms had H i values that were always lower than the upper whisker defining minimum outlier H i levels of characters belonging to the informational GO categories. Unless HGT is cryptically embedded in other homoplasious events, HGT had an equal or lower effect on molecular functions when compared with molecular functions known to reflect vertical patterns of inheritance.
Although H i is a good measure of the extent of vertical inheritance, it is not a direct indicator for HGT. Furthermore, our analysis includes 38 genomes, 16 of which are of proteobacterial origin and none of archaeal origin. Analysis of this set may not be sufficient because HGT is proposed to have occurred pervasively not only among the majority of bacterial lineages but also between superkingdoms Archaea and Bacteria (Dagan et al. 2008 ). We, therefore, chose 74 prokaryotic proteomes that are broadly distributed in Archaea and Bacteria (supplementary table S7, Supplementary Material online), identified HGT candidate protein sequences using the HGT-DB (Garcia-Vallvé et al. 2000) , and examined the effect of HGT on individual level 2 GO terms. Archaeal and bacterial HGT proteins were Kim and Caetano-Anollés · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE assigned to 77 level 2 GO terms and as expected none were assigned to the remaining 77 level 2 GO terms, which are Eukarya specific (of the total 154) in the 38 genomes that we analyzed in this study (supplementary table S8 , Supplementary Material online). Remarkably, only 8 of the 77 level 2 GO terms linked to HGT genes were statistically enriched at 95% confidence level (supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material online), indicating that only approximately 10% of level 2 GO terms are significantly affected by HGT within and between Archaea and Bacteria. It seems that the distribution of the enriched GO terms is not skewed in the timeline of nd values either (supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material online). This suggests that the effect of HGT on level 2 GO terms is nearly neutral to GO ancestry. This suggestion supports the conclusion of a previous study that suggests HGT has little functional preference for GO terms across GO hierarchy levels (Choi and Kim 2007) . Notably, our analysis shows hydrolase activity (GO:0016787) was not biased by HGT, revealing that the survey of primordial molecular functions from the seed to lower levels of the GO hierarchy can be considered impervious to the impact of HGT. On the other hand, the terms ''structural constituent of ribosome'' (GO:0003735) and ''transcription factor activity'' (GO:0003700) are significantly enriched by HGT, showing that some of the very few informational GO terms have experienced extraordinary HGT levels, detected even at high hierarchical levels of biological organization. We note that HGT candidates were selected using a strict methodology to reduce the effect of false positives and that not all genes acquired by HGT exhibit anomalous genomic statistical parameters (Garcia-Vallvé et al. 2000) .
Ancient endosymbiotic events could also bias genomic abundance of GO terms and our phylogenetic statements, but analysis of their impact is difficult to evaluate. For example, Esser et al. (2004) compared yeast and 60 prokaryotic proteomes, including a-proteobacteria and archaeal proteomes. Using a stringent E value cutoff of 10 À20 , BLAST was used to identify that approximately 15% of yeast proteins (850/6,214) were homologous to prokaryotic proteins. One could postulate that the 850 homologues of yeast are the sole product of engulfment of a primitive a-proteobacteria by protoeukaryotic cells. However, this is unlikely. The homology of the proteins could have also resulted from vertical inheritance, including sequence divergence and descent with replacement. Similarly, BLAST analysis needs to be powerful enough to detect remote homologies. It is therefore unclear how many proteins in yeast have indeed an a-proteobacterial endosymbiotic origin and how many GO terms are associated with these proteins. However, the effect is likely much less than 15% for yeast.
Within a biological system, the relationship between genes and functions is complex and has both biological and technical implications. A number of processes are responsible for the many-to-many relationships that exist between gene products and terminal GO terms describing modern molecular functions (James and Tawfik 2003; Caetano-Anollés et al. 2007; Caetano-Anollés, ). These processes result in diversification and include gene duplication and divergence (sub-and neofunctionalization), generation of multidomain protein families by processes of domain combination, target broadening in protein active sites and RNA-binding sites (e.g., microRNA), and recruitment by cooption and takeover of gene products to perform new functions. Furthermore, the existence of multiple parents linked to a child GO term increases both functional redundancy at a certain DAG level (Ashburner et al. 2000) and redundancy of phylogenetic taxa in our phylogenomic analysis. In this regard, the effect that taxon redundancy has on tree reconstruction has been controversial. Phylogenetic studies at lower taxonomic levels (genera, species, and strains) suggests overlaps of character sets across taxa lead to loss of information in characters, eventually generating polytomous and poorly resolved trees (Ebach 1999) . Furthermore, it has been argued that when reconstructing genomic abundance-based phylogenies from protein domain structure at FSF level, the irregular frequency of gene duplication in different structures and genomes can distort evolutionary relationships (Yang et al. 2005) . Here, many-to-many relationships between multidomain proteins and domain architectures can complicate phylogenetic reconstruction. However, recent phylogenomic analyses at both fold and FSF levels showed that there was no significant difference between occurrence-based and abundance-based phylogenies Caetano-Anollés et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2007 ). Instead, genome abundance carried more phylogenetic signal, suggesting that multistate characters offer a benefit to phylogenomic reconstruction.
From a biological point of view, the organismal makeup of biological entities such as protein structures or functions is important for the characterization of the organismal phenotype. According to Darwin (1859) , natural selection depends on fitness, the reproductive success of an individual organism, and acts on the phenotype, the collective of its observable characteristics. Individuals that are more fit and are able to adapt more efficiently to their habitat have better chances of survival, as natural selection impinges on each and every aspect of the phenotype. Because this collective phenotype is the direct result of the entire collection of biological processes operating in an organism, molecular functions that embody these processes should be considered direct fitness determinants. Similarly, the portion of fitness attributed to the genes responsible of a molecular function will largely depend on their genomic representation (i.e., their genomic reuse) (Krakauer and Plotkin 2002) . In this regard, the duplication, gain, loss, and recruitment of biological entities can impact the genomic and functional makeup of organisms that carry different lifestyles and organismal strategies (Ochman and Moran 2001; Wang et al. 2007 ). These entities are often reused in different contexts and usually constitute modules, highly integrated components that cooperate to perform a task (Caetano-Anollés, Yafremava, et al. 2009 ). Notable examples include protein domains, which are structural and evolutionary modules that are reused in single-domain and multidomain proteins Evolution of Molecular Functions · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE to perform different functions, and molecular functions, which embody the activity of multiple genes and gene variants in terminal GO terms. Given above considerations, we use genomic abundance (instead of occurrence) in phylogenomic analyses of molecular functions, as it also represents a measure of module reuse. Genome abundance levels showed that variances among taxa were large, contributing to significant phylogenetic signal (supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material online) and producing well-resolved trees ( figs. 2, 3, 5, and 7) .
Molecular functions are undoubtedly more direct and encompassing units of selection than the associated molecular sequences and structures, which live at lower hierarchical levels of biological complexity. We therefore expect that the range of molecular functions across evolutionary transects would be much more conserved than molecular structures and would provide global and deep evolutionary views that are unprecedented. As we will discuss below, these two predictions are confirmed.
Evolutionary Constraints Acting on Structures and Functions
Biological constraint, the ability to resist the effects of natural selection and change, generally expresses in biology as invariance. Constraints can be linked to Waddington's canalization, the invariance of the phenotype to the effects of the genotype and the environment (Siegal and Bergman 2002) , a concept that was formalized in the mapping of sequence and structure in RNA molecules and the rise of modularity (Ancel and Fontana 2000) . Constraints often arise when some of the many possible solutions to a problem are selected from a vast range of alternatives and result in biological design principles that are robust (Hartwell et al. 1999) . These designs, which are usually modular, are ultimately internalized into the structure of the biological system (Caetano-Anollés, Yafremava, et al. 2009 ). Arguably, protein folds are one of the most conserved molecular features that exist in nature ). However, folds and molecular functions establish many-to-many relationships with each other, making it hard to figure out if structures or functions have been more constrained during evolutionary change. Our phylogenomic analysis addresses this multiple mapping problem. The many phylogenetic trees of domain architectures that have been reconstructed from abundance of fold architectures in genomes have shown consistently that the P-loop containing NTP hydrolase fold (c.37) and its single associated FSF (3.7.1) is the most ancient in the protein world (CaetanoAnollés G and Caetano-Anollés D 2003; , 2009 . The fold functions generically as a ''hydrolase'' (Murzin et al. 1995) , an enzymatic activity typical of NTPase enzymes acting on nucleosides. The fold also defines an origin for metabolic networks in nucleotide metabolism Caetano-Anollés, Yafremava, et al. 2009 ). Remarkably, high-level phylogenomic trees of molecular functions indeed show that the term hydrolase activity was the most ancient among the 154 level 2 taxa analyzed ( fig. 3) . However, hydrolase activity contains hundreds of child terms of molecular function (e.g., deacetylase, DNA methylase, phosphatase; see AmiGO Web site) each of which could be a candidate for an ancient origin. The functional scope of the c.37 fold was therefore used to sort out ancient origins and levels of conservation of folds and molecular functions. Because NTPase activity is the most ancient level 6 term and corresponds exactly to the definition of c.37, levels of molecular functions higher than level 6 should be considered more conserved (supplementary table S9, Supplementary Material online). We therefore conclude level 2 molecular functions such as hydrolase activity are highly conserved, are more ancient, and probably started to diversify earlier than fold architectures. They represent good historical imprints for the study of molecular evolution.
Evolution of Molecular Functions at High Hierarchical Levels of Ontological Classification
The cursory examination of phylogenomic trees of molecular functions reconstructed at high hierarchical levels of ontological classification (figs. 2-4 and supplementary fig.  S2 , Supplementary Material online) reveal global evolutionary patterns that are indeed remarkable. The most ancient molecular functions are linked to metabolism and the discovery of enzymatic catalysis (GO:0003824). Catalysis is defined by the GO as macromolecular ''enzymes'' composed wholly or largely of protein or RNA that interact with ''substrate'' reactants via specific binding sites, facilitating biochemical reactions responsible of their transformation (see GO term definitions; supplementary table S10, Supplementary Material online). Trees show that the first enzymes were hydrolases (GO:0016787), followed by transferases (GO:0016740), oxidoreductases (GO:0016491), and other enzymatic activities, and that as these functions established, catalytic machinery started to interact with larger molecules such as nucleic acid molecules (GO:003676), later with nucleotides (GO:0000166) and proteins (GO:0005515), and then with charged atoms and groups of atoms (GO:0043167). The discovery of catalysis also appears to occur in parallel with the catalytic facilitation of molecular transport across membranes (GO:0022857, GO:0022892). The emergence of all these functions therefore required the existence of small chemicals, proteins, RNA, and later in time, membrane-like systems. We note our statements of evolution of functions are linked to the modern molecular world. They only reflect information that is encoded in genomes. However, we expect that the makeup and functioning of ancient molecules were simpler and less efficient and that the origin of modern functions involved chemistries that were less diverse and functioned under condition that are inexistent today. We also expect that modern molecular functions are palimpsests of ancient chemistries, an assumption recently supported by recruitment patterns in metabolism (Caetano-Anollés, Yafremava, et al. 2009 ). However, when recruitment occurs, the original function if it remains useful will be preserved, very much as modern processes of neofunctionalization preserve the functions of the original genes that are duplicated (Ohno 1970 ). Kim and Caetano-Anollés · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE It is noteworthy that the very early catalytic discoveries are embodied in about half of all genes that were analyzed ( fig. 4A ). This is an important observation that suggests these very early functions were massively adopted during evolution. In an earlier study, we explored the origins of modern metabolism using phylogenomic information linked to the structure of metabolic enzymes (CaetanoAnollés et al. 2007; Caetano-Anollés, Yafremava, et al. 2009 ). We discovered that most enzymatic activities associate with the nine most ancient and widely distributed protein fold architectures and that enzymatic diversification occurred massively during the onset of the protein world. The fact that phylogenomic analysis of both protein architectures and gene ontologies provide a congruent picture of an origin of molecular functions in metabolic activities centered in proteins and nucleic acids is highly significant and is in line with a ''metabolism first'' view for the origins of life (Trefil et al. 2009 ). Moreover, physical clustering of evolutionarily conserved genes that are shared by a clique of bacterial genomes defines three concentric rings of ancient proteins (Danchin et al. 2007) . Remarkably, the discontinuous and loosely connected outer ring of gene neighbors, the most ancient, is mostly devoted to metabolism. This ring is made up of proteins known to harbor the most ancient protein fold architectures and encircles the other two rings, which organize mainly around translation (transfer RNA [tRNA] synthetases, the ribosome, and information transfer). It is noteworthy that the organization of this core of ''persistent'' genes reflects the evolution of functions during primordial life that we reveal in our phylogenies from metabolism of small molecules to a world of molecules associated with functional RNA. It is also interesting to note that an analysis of ligand-protein mapping patterns suggests that ancient enzymes of central metabolism recruited very early in evolution crucial organic cofactors such as ATP and NAD/P(H) ), but only later involved transition metals as ligands (Ji, Kong, et al. 2007; Ji et al. 2009 ). Strikingly, catalytic terms at the base of our phylogenies support the early interaction with organic cofactors and a late involvement of single atoms and coordinated chemistries typical of interactions with transition metals, which was perhaps prompted by the increasing energy demands of life in an ancient world. The relatively late biological involvement of transition metals is supported by a recent study that examined the abundance of metal-binding domains at the fold family level in ;300 proteomes belonging to the three superkingdoms of life (Dupont et al. 2006) . The result showed that metals are evolutionarily conserved and that transition metals such as copper, iron, manganese, and zinc are nearly omnipresent in the proteomes and highly abundant in modern oceanic environments. For example, zinc ions associate with active sites of proteins are necessary for protein-protein and protein-(DNA/RNA) interactions and play crucial roles in DNA replication (i.e., DNA polymerases), transcription (i.e., RNA polymerases), and translation (Class I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases). Based on abundance and prevalence of these ions as well as their functional importance in the cell, one could argue that transition metals were critical in the environment of primordial Earth. However, nearly all biological processes related to metals can be activated only if the metals bind to nucleic acids or proteins forming metal-binding macromolecules. In the DAG mf , all metal-binding activities are included in the level 1 GO term binding (GO:0003676). In the tree of level 1 molecular functions, binding emerges later than catalytic activity (GO:0003824) ( fig. 2) . This means that ancient molecular interactions mediated by metals were secondary and appeared once primordial enzymatic functions were in place. Tracing metal utilization in trees of domain architectures showed the same pattern (Dupont C et al., manuscript submitted) .
Following the discovery of early catalytic activities, the focus shifts to primordial translation functions associated with the rise of the protein biosynthetic machinery (fig. 4) . Molecular functions probably involve structural constituents of ancient macromolecular complexes (GO:0003735) and agents that facilitate the binding of nucleic acids (GO:0008135) to an emergent protoribosome, perhaps to fulfill the replication of genetic information in RNA and proteins. The relatively late appearance of translation, after the explosive onset of metabolism, is also supported by chronologies derived from phylogenomic analysis of protein domain structure (Wang et al. 2007; ). For example, domains linked to ribosomal proteins appear only after metabolic enzymes, and critically, coevolve with fundamental rRNA substructures, with interaction fundamental for tRNA decoding and protein synthesis establishing relatively late in evolution (Sun and Caetano-Anollés 2009 ; Harish A and Caetano-Anollés G, manuscript submitted). Similarly, domains linked to aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and elongation factors were discovered well after the ancient structures in modern metabolism ). As mentioned above, these observations are congruent with evolutionary patterns in the concentric rings defined by neighborhood analysis (Danchin et al. 2007) .
As molecular functions are added to the functional repertoire of life, functions that are universally distributed in genomes become specific to subsets of organisms, once organismal diversification sets in the world. Indeed, molecular functions that are universal appear at the base of the trees of molecular functions, followed by functions that are specific to organismal subsets, with eukaryal-specific functions appearing for the first time earlier than bacterial-specific counterparts ( fig. 4) . A focus on evolution of level 2 molecular functions linked to a single level 1 category shows that evolutionary patterns are consistent with biological knowledge. For example, the term ''structural molecule activity'' (GO:0005198) illustrates the action of molecules that contribute to the structural integrity of a complex or assembly within or outside the cell. The phenotypes of this category are easy to visualize because of their structural role. Evolution of structural constituents proceeded in very defined order in the phylogenomic trees from ancestral to derived ( fig. 4 and supplementary fig. S2 , Supplementary Material online): (i) structures associated Evolution of Molecular Functions · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE with cellular make-up, starting with molecules of the ribosome (GO:0003735) and cytoskeleton (GO:0005200), and followed with cellular signatures of organismal lineages (nuclear pore, GO:0017056; cell wall, GO:0005199); (ii) structures associated with storage of information in DNA (chromatin, GO:0030527); (iii) structures associated with very specialized multicellular structures of higher eukaryotes such as the chorion of amniotes (GO:0005213), the peritrophic membrane of insects (GO:0016490), and the vitelline membrane of eggbearing animals (GO:0008316); (iv) structures important for vertebrate protection (cuticle, GO:0042302; epidermis, GO:0030280)) and locomotion (bone, GO:0008147); and (v) the rise of the vertebrate nervous (myelin sheath; GO:0019911) and eye (GO:0005212) systems and of connective (extracellular matrix, GO:0005201) and muscle (GO:0008307) tissues. These patterns of emergence of molecular functions in the tree reflect major evolutionary transitions that have increased the complexity (Szathmáry and Smith 1995) and the way how information is transmitted in life (Jablonka and Lamb 2006) , beginning with change from replicating molecules to population of molecules in compartments, RNA as gene and enzyme to DNA and protein, and prokaryotes to eukaryotes in (i), from unlinked replicators to chromosomes in (ii), from single-cells to complex multicellular organisms and asexual clones to sexual populations in (iii) and (iv), and from chemically integrated to neutrally integrated individuals in (v). Therefore, the evolution of GO:0005198-linked level 2 molecular functions recapitulates fundamental transitions in life.
Trees of molecular functions are relatively well supported at their base, regardless of hierarchical level of analysis, and behave very much as trees of protein domain architectures we have reconstructed repeatedly with growing data sets from structural genomics (Caetano-Anollés, ). These trees of architectures are also derived from abundance data and exhibit basal topologies that are very stable. We do not expect trees of molecular functions will behave differently in this respect as annotations of molecular functions increase in genomic coverage and genomic breath. Furthermore, topologies of basal taxa in trees of molecular functions reconstructed at different hierarchical levels support each other when taxa are traced back along the branches of the DAG (see below). Therefore, measures of node reliability and congruence considerations suggest that we should place trust in phylogenetic statements, especially those related to ancestral molecular functions.
Lower Level Phylogenies and the Origin of Molecular Functions
In search of origins, we used an iterative strategy that selects the most ancient taxa in phylogenomic trees at increasingly lower levels of hierarchical classification. Candidate GO terms of the most ancient molecular functions are identified at each level and child terms that are linked to these functions are used to define taxa and reconstruct lower level phylogenies. At the broadest classification that is possible, trees strongly support the basal placement of catalytic activity relative to the other 17 GO level 1 categories of molecular function, followed closely by binding ( fig. 2) . Catalytic activity not only was the most ancient but also exhibited the largest G values (49.5% in ALL and 70.9% in non-IEA; 0 nd 0.1; fig. 4 ) and showed the most active diversification of molecular functions at lower hierarchical level (4 level 2 taxa in ALL and 6 in non-IEA; 0 nd 0.1; supplementary fig. S5 , Supplementary Material online). Tracing level 1 general terms in level 2 phylogenies revealed that child GO terms of catalytic activity were still the most ancient and that these ancient terms (within the first 0.1 nd interval) were also the most abundant ( fig. 4) . In these trees, the basal and consistent placement of hydrolase, transferase, and oxidoreductase activities indicates that the broad term catalytic activity indeed contains ancient forms of contemporary functions ( fig. 3) . Remarkably, phylogenomic analysis of domain structures in metabolic networks showed that enzymes linked to the most ancient c.37 fold had oxidoreductase (EC 1), transferase (EC 2), hydrolase (EC 3), lyase (EC 4), and ligase (EC 6) activities, whereas the appearance of the third most ancient fold, the TIM ba-barrel fold (c.1), enabled the discovery and diversification of isomerase functions (EC 5) ). All these catalytic activities were consistently the most ancient in phylogenomic trees of molecular functions at level 2 of DAG mf ( fig. 3) . Moreover, enzymes harboring the ancient c.37 fold were mostly hydrolases and transferases, with oxidoreductases and ligases being less frequent (CaetanoAnollés et al. 2007 ), a pattern that matches the ancestries of these molecular functions in the trees. Transferases appear also to be crucial for the establishment of metabolic networks. A recent simulation study suggests that transferase reactions are essential for the emergence of metabolic hubs when specialized enzymes evolve from few multifunctional enzymes (Pfeiffer et al. 2005) . For these reasons, we selected these six ancient catalytic GO terms in the first iteration, generating phylogenomic trees describing the evolution of 108-110 associated level 3 molecular functions. We note that deaminase (GO:0019239) activity is also crucial for purine metabolism, the most ancient metabolic network ). Furthermore, deaminase activity seems to be highly ancient in the tree of level 2 molecular functions ( fig. 3) , indicating that the activity should be considered as a seed term for the phylogenetic analysis at level 3 of the DAG. However, and unlike the six terms that were selected, proteins with deaminase activity lack the most ancient c.37 fold and were excluded from phylogenetic analyses at lower levels of the DAG mf .
The four most basal taxa in these new trees included hydrolases acting on acid anhydrides (GO:0016817; EC 3.6) or on ester bonds (GO:0016788; EC 3.1), transferases transferring phosphorus-containing groups (GO:0016772; EC 2.7), and peptidases with hydrolase activities (GO:0008233; EC 3.4) (table 1). Remarkably, phylogenomic analysis coupled to metabolic wheel constructs that dissect enzyme recruitment uncovered two of these more detailed functions (EC 2.7 and EC 3.6) as broad candidates for an origin of metabolic networks in nucleotide metabolism . This is particularly noteworthy, especially because our strategy does not make use of protein fold information to dissect the origins of molecular functions. In this regard, the majority of molecular functions are linked to the molecular make up of the cell and the abundance of ancient functions appears to be positively correlated to the abundance of associated domain structures (table 1). These observations are consistent with our fundamental assumption of character state transformation (the older a function the higher its representation in the functional repertoire), which explains the success of an individual function by processes of gene duplication and recruitment that spread useful traits in the genomes of the living world (Jensen 1976; James and Tawfik 2003; CaetanoAnollés, Wang, et al. 2009 ).
As we travel deeper into more specific terms of molecular function, evolutionary patterns of origin become more and more evident and phylogenetic signal turns stronger. Conversely, the definition of molecular function becomes less generic, more specific, and hence more modern (Kacser and Beeby 1984) . We extracted 19-20 level 4 child GO terms that were linked to the four most ancient level 3 taxa using our taxon selection criteria and reconstructed phylogenies describing the evolution of ancient level 4 molecular functions ( fig. 5) . The most ancient molecular function was ''hydrolase activity, acting on phosphorus-containing anhydrides'' (GO:0016818; EC 3.6.1). This result is again striking. EC 3.6.1 is one of four candidates of metabolic origins that were linked to ancestral enzymes in nucleotide metabolism , and two of the other three (EC 2.7.1 and EC 2.7.4) were present in the most basal functions of the level 4 tree. Traveling deeper, pyrophosphatase activity (GO:0016462) and NTPase activity (GO:0017111) were ancestral at levels 5 and 6, respectively, and both were linked to EC 3.6.1. Finally, three of seven child terms of NTPase activity at level 7 of the hierarchy showed high c.37 fold representations, GTPase (GO:0003924), ATPase (GO:0016887; EC 3.6.1.3), and helicase (GO:0004386). EC 3.6.1.3 plays a crucial role in nucleotide interconversion of purine metabolism and was a top candidate for metabolic origins (see supplementary table S5 
Biological Processes Linked to Ancient Molecular Functions
In all phylogenetic reconstructions, the abundance of the ancient c.37 fold was maximal in the most ancient terms at each level of the GO hierarchy analyzed and significantly higher than other ancient functions that were identified. Interestingly, the functional definition of level 6 GO term NTPase activity is that of a phosphorus-containing hydrolase and is congruent with the typical functional description of the c.37 fold architecture (supplementary table S9, Supplementary Material online). P-loop NTPases constitute the most abundant enzymatic group, representing ;20% of gene products in genomes , and within the ancient protein class a/b, is more abundant than enzymatic groups with TIM-barrel (c.1) and Rossman (c.2) folds (Anantharaman et al. 2003) . The c.37 fold abundance was also maximal in PDB chains linked to GTPase activity of level 7, with ATPase ranking as a close second ( fig. 6A ). In order to identify the most ancestral of the three level 7 terms, we linked biochemical activities to terms of biological process and found the number of GO terms in DAG bp enriched by ATPase activity was larger than the other two ( fig. 6B) . The larger involvement of the ATPase molecular function in biological processes is strongly indicative of the ancient role of ATPase-like enzymatic activities at the onset of life. Such an origin matches candidate enzymatic activities inferred from an analysis of the origins of modern metabolism Caetano-Anollés, Yafremava, et al. 2009 ) and a recent phylogenomic analysis of protein domain structure at fold family level, which indicates that the most ancient domains were linked to ATPase functions and the ABC transporter, extended AAA-ATPase, and tandem AAA-ATPase domains and that the GTPase domain was derived (Kim KM and Caetano-Anollés G, manuscript in preparation) .
In this analysis, a total of 123 terms of biological process were linked to molecules with GTPase, ATPase and helicase functions that harbored the c.37 fold. However, only one term was enriched by the three functions, cellular biopolymer metabolic process, defined as the chemical reactions and pathways involving proteins and nucleic acids biopolymers and carried out by individual cells. This biological process was therefore regarded as the most ancient and a common ancestor of all molecular functions. A phylogenomic tree of ancient biological processes describing the evolution of 11 sibling taxa of GO:0034960 that harbored the c.37 fold and were universally distributed in life placed cellular biopolymer metabolic process at the base of the rooted tree of ancient biological processes, confirming its ancestral nature ( fig. 7) . Finally, we identified nine terminal terms of biological activities directly linked to ATPase, GTPase, and helicase molecular functions and to PDB chains harboring the c.37 fold, that were also derivatives of the ancient cellular biopolymer metabolic process term ( fig. 6C ). Remarkably, GTPases were linked to the very specific biological processes of ''tRNA processing'' (GO:0008033) and ''translation'' (GO:0006412), whereas ATPases, known to be cellular ''energizers,'' were linked to the protein modification process of ''intein-mediated protein splicing'' (GO:0016539) and a number of derived DNA metabolic processes, some shared with helicases. Inteins are selfish elements that are translated with host proteins and are able to catalyze their own excision in a process of protein splicing (Pietrokovski 2001) . They are ancient but are probably going extinct. The ability of some inteins to cause protein splicing in trans suggests a possible early role in the combination of domains in proteins, a beneficial process that would have enhanced the diversity of proteins (perhaps ''statistical'' proteins) available to early life.
In the tree of biological processes, the ancient cellular biopolymer metabolic process term was closely followed Evolution of Molecular Functions · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq106 MBE later on in evolution, once primordial metabolic networks were in place.
One fundamental consequence of an RNA world in which small RNA molecules were the only encoded catalysts is that catalytically superior protein molecules gradually replaced less efficient RNA counterparts (Jeffares et al. 1998) . If enzyme kinetic arguments are used to invoke massive selective loss, much of RNA catalysts responsible for small molecule metabolism disappeared leaving only RNA relics that interacted with large substrates and had kinetics limited by rate diffusion (e.g., rRNA). Arguably, there would be no molecular fossils of this lost world of ribozymes in existence today. Invoking an extinct world is, however, less parsimonious if it cannot be forcefully supported by molecular fossil evidence or can be recreated in vitro. More importantly, massive replacements of this kind would have not changed the functional makeup of the primordial world because functions are the features that are selected upon and should be conserved regardless of the kind of catalysts that are being used. Because our phylogenies are based solely on molecular functions and biological processes, irrespective if they are embodied in proteins or RNA, they should be impervious to molecular replacements. Our results indicate that catalytic functions predate replicative functions and functions linked to large complexes such as the ribosome or the spliceosome. We therefore contend that if an RNA world existed, it was not replicative but metabolic.
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